Using Deep Learning to Improve the Accuracy of Requirements to Code Traceability
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Abstract—Context and motivation. Information retrieval (IR) techniques have been used to recover traceability links between natural language requirements and source code. However, IR techniques are often lack of accuracy. To address this problem, research has shown that mining software repositories and using the mined results combined with the IR techniques can improve the accuracy [1], [4]. For example, Histrace [1] identifies traceability links between requirements and source code through CVS/SVN change logs using a Vector Space Model (VSM). The log messages are tied to changed entities and, thus, can be used to infer traceability links.

Problem statement. While these approaches are promising, they rely on the assumption that different types of knowledge (e.g., commit messages, code comments) of the repositories exist. In many cases, however, such knowledge may not be available. For example, code commenting has been a standard practice in software development. Despite the need and importance of code comments, many code bases do not contain adequate comments [3]. Another type of knowledge involves commit messages, which have been used to document changes of software in version control systems. However, research [5] have shown that 14% of the commit messages are empty and 66% of the messages contain fewer words than a typical English sentence. To address the above problems on inadequate documentation, research on automated natural language text generation in software repositories have been proposed. For example, Wong et al. [7] generate comments automatically by mining Question and Answer (Q&A) for code-comment mappings. However, this approach has several drawbacks. First, it cannot handle cases in which the text descriptions do not exist in the mapping database. Second, there is not a notion of semantic similarity between words when generating the comments. Third, this approach is not scalable in the presence of large amount of data involving the code-comment mappings. Regarding the commit message generation, ChangeScribe [2] generates commit messages by taking into account the change types, such as file rename and deletion. However, this message generation approach is based on pre-defined templates and thus may not represent the real meanings of the changes.

Ideas and results. In this research, we propose an approach to automatically generate natural language texts that can build the bridge to recover traceability links between requirements and code. We focus on commit message and code comments generation. To address the aforementioned challenges imposed by existing techniques, we employ the deep neural network (also known as deep learning), featured by its ability of learning highly complicated features automatically [6]. We propose to leverage recurrent neural networks (RNNs), which are suitable for modeling texts (i.e., a sequence of characters) by its iterative nature. Natural language generation using RNNs differ from text mining and retrieval systems; the generated descriptions are different from any existing commit messages or comments, which are more flexible and may accurately reflect the semantic meanings. We will use Web Crawler to crawl HTMLs in the Question and Answer (e.g., StackOverflow) and tutorial web sites (e.g., W3C). We can then utilize the natural language processing method to obtain the mapping between code and its corresponding descriptions. Next, we will train the RNNs by using these mappings. Specifically, The source code is the input to the RNNs and the text description (i.e., commit messages or comments) are the labels. Since today’s software artifacts have become “big data”, the training data is sufficient. As such, it is possible to train a generative text model based on the source code. Finally, given a code segment, the trained model can generate the corresponding text descriptions.

Contribution and future direction. In this research, we propose to train deep neural networks for generating text-based knowledge in software repositories to improve the accuracy of traceability links recovery. We will perform an empirical study to evaluate our proposed approach. We envision several scenarios where deep neural networks may address long-standing software engineering research challenges, including automated program generation from natural languages and test oracle generation.
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